
Everything you need to plan the PERFECT date!



GuideGuide
We’ve made it super easy to prep the ideal date for
you and your sweetie. Refer to this guide to help you

through the process!

Step 4 - Invite Your Wife

Step 3 - Print & Prep

Step 2 - Check Results

Step 1 - Fill Out Survey

Pick a date and time that works for your sweetheart and
slip her the printable invite that goes with your chosen

date! Have fun you two!

Once you’ve selected your date of choice, head to The
Dating Divas website to print and prep your goodies. Just
type the name of your date in the search bar and you’re

good to go!

Tally up your answers and check this page for four
fabulous date options. Pick which one appeals to you!

Feel like hitting the town? Maybe you’d prefer a
romantic night in. This easy-breezy questionnaire will
use your preferences to guide you to the PERFECT date.

How- toHow- to



Survey
Date Night

Choose a food:

A - Spaghetti

b - Whipped Cream

c - Trail Mix

d - Popcorn

Choose an adjective:

a - Sweet

b - Spicy

c - Adventurous

d - Silly

Choose a genre:

a - family

b - romance

c - Action

d - comedy

Choose an adjective:

a - Sweet

b - Spicy

c - Adventurous

Choose a Clothing Item:

A - Sweats

b - Boxers

c - Basketball Shorts

d - Jeans

Choose a verb:

A - Rest

B - Kiss

C - Run

D - Laugh

Choose a spot:

A - Couch

B - Bathtub

c - Backyard

D - Floor



Couple's cafe

romantic redbox date

ultimate lip-syncing date

patio prom date

card games date

the newlywed game

game night group date

frisbee golf with a twist

competition at the park

choose your own adventure

target date

cuddle car kit

Steamy Shower Games

Love is sweet game

bedroom taboo

deck of desire

if you chose mostly A's

if you chose mostly C's if you chose mostly D's

if you chose mostly B's

At-Home Date Sexy Date

Out - of - the - House Game Date

results
SurveySurvey

https://www.thedatingdivas.com/couples-cafe/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/romantic-redbox-date-night/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/ultimate-lip-sync-date/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/patio-prom-date-giveaway/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/steamy-shower-games/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/love-sweet-bedroom-game/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/bedroom-taboo/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/sexy-card-game/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/competition-at-the-park/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/Choose-Your-Own-Adventure-Date-Night.pdf
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/target-date-night/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/car-date/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/card-games-date-night/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/the-newlywed-game/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/game-night-date-night/
https://www.thedatingdivas.com/frisbee-golf-with-a-twist/


Visit The Dating Divas
Date Idea:

materials needed:

www.thedatingdivas.com



